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What are mixed models
 The simplest multilevel models are in fact mixed models: have 

fixed and random parameters or effects 

 γ00 is a fixed parameter and τ00 and σ2 are random parameters
 The theory of mixed models is directly applicable

 Mixed effect models: regression analysis models with two types 
of effects:

 Fixed effects (intercepts, slopes): describe the population studied 
as a whole. These effects are just like intercepts and slopes in 
conventional regression models.

 Random effects: “bumps” up and down on the population intercepts 
and slopes, which are used to describe subpopulations. These 
effects can vary across subpopulations



Illustration of the Fixed and Random Effects
 X-socioeconomic status 

(SES); Y-achievement
 10 schools
 Red line: population 

relationship line
 describes an overall 

pattern of relationship
 A “stable” relationship, 

i.e., its intercept and 
slope are fixed.

 Within each school, the 
intercepts and slopes vary
 Typically schools are 

randomly drawn
 Random effects



Mixed Model
 Mixed model are used for multilevel modeling, growth curve 

analysis, panel analysis or cross-sectional time series analysis
 Multilevel modeling: GPA related to study hours, but this 

relationship may differ by major
 Fixed effects: overall relationship that GPA increases with study hours
 Random effects: for a given major, the way this relationship differs 

from the overall one
 Longitudinal modeling: fluid intelligence declines with age in 

different nursing homes
 Fixed effects: general trend 
 Random effects: for a given nursing home, it may have its own 

intercept and slope parameters. The amounts by which they differ 
from those in the overall population are represented by the random 
effects.

 More complex models: further nesting
 STATA comments:

 xtmixed: fit mixed regression models
 xtmelogit: fit mixed models with binary outcomes
 xtmepoisson: fit mixed models to count data



Data for Demonstration
 Percentage voted for Bush (bush)
 Logarithm of number of people living in a square mile (logdens) 
 Population minority (minority)
 Proportion adults aged 25 or higher with at least 4 years of college 

education (colled)
 Census division—out of 9 geographic regions (cendiv)



NOT Mixed Model
 Misleading: pools together 

politically, geographically, and 
economically diverse counties.

 There may be important differences 
across them with respect to the 
relationship between percentage 
voted for Bush and other 
characteristics (urban-rural 
differential)

 The traditional modeling approach 
does not capture the geographic 
differences in voting.

 The conventional approach assumes 
the same intercept and slope for all 
3054 counties



Conventional Regression -> Random Intercept

 The fitted model:

 where X1=logdens, X2=minority, X3=colled
 The subindex signals individual county
 Right-hand side says nothing about possible geographic differences 
 None of the βs is county specific but assumed to be the same for all 

counties. 
 Consider different geographic regions (9 census divisions: e.g., New 

England, Middle Atlantic, Mountain, Pacific).
 Allow each region to have its own intercept: random intercept model
 Each region is permitted to have its own intercept, but there’s nothing 

more specific to it.
 u0j is the unique region effect in the model
 The mean percent voting for Bush (mean of y) across counties within 

region is not the same in all regions at the average predictor values.



Random Intercept Model
 LR test: the RIM is a 

better model than the 
traditional regression

 The standard deviation of 
the random intercepts is 
found to be significant

 (2.4) gives the 
estimated model. Stars 
indicate that it is an 
estimated model



Random Intercept Model
 Evaluate the regional 

intercepts
 Produce best linear unbiased 

predictions (BLUPs) of the 
random effects

 randint0 is a new variable 
with values for 3054 
counties from 9 regions, it 
has the same value within 
each region. The value is 
actually the mean of all its 
values for a given region

 Interpretation: at any given 
level of the 3 predictors 
(logdens, minority and 
colled), percentage of voters 
for Bush is on average 16 
points lower in the New 
England (NE) region than in 
the West/North/Central 
region, and 22 percent 
lower in the NE region than 
in the South Atlantic region.



Random Intercept Model
. list cendiv randint0 in 1/100

 25.       New England   -15.57527  
 24.       New England   -15.57527  
 23.       New England   -15.57527  
 22.       New England   -15.57527  
 21.       New England   -15.57527  
                                    
 20.       New England   -15.57527  
 19.       New England   -15.57527  
 18.       New England   -15.57527  
 17.       New England   -15.57527  
 16.       New England   -15.57527  
                                    
 15.       New England   -15.57527  
 14.       New England   -15.57527  
 13.       New England   -15.57527  
 12.       New England   -15.57527  
 11.       New England   -15.57527  
                                    
 10.       New England   -15.57527  
  9.       New England   -15.57527  
  8.       New England   -15.57527  
  7.       New England   -15.57527  
  6.       New England   -15.57527  
                                    
  5.       New England   -15.57527  
  4.       New England   -15.57527  
  3.       New England   -15.57527  
  2.       New England   -15.57527  
  1.       New England   -15.57527  
                                    
                cendiv    randint0  
                                    

 79.   Middle Atlantic   -2.395582  
 78.   Middle Atlantic   -2.395582  
 77.   Middle Atlantic   -2.395582  
 76.   Middle Atlantic   -2.395582  
                                    
 75.   Middle Atlantic   -2.395582  
 74.   Middle Atlantic   -2.395582  
 73.   Middle Atlantic   -2.395582  
 72.   Middle Atlantic   -2.395582  
 71.   Middle Atlantic   -2.395582  
                                    
 70.   Middle Atlantic   -2.395582  
 69.   Middle Atlantic   -2.395582  
 68.   Middle Atlantic   -2.395582  
 67.       New England   -15.57527  

 List all the BLUP values for the random effects: the 
same values were assigned to each county in the same 
census division. 

 BLUP is used in linear mixed models for the estimation 
of random effects. It is similar to the best linear 
unbiased estimates (BLUEs) of fixed effects. 
 Robinson, G.K. (1991). "That BLUP is a Good Thing: The 

Estimation of Random Effects". Statistical Science 6(1): 15–32
 Henderson, C.R. (1975). "Best linear unbiased estimation and 

prediction under a selection model". Biometrics31 (2): 423–
447.



Random Intercept Model

 Can we use the formula 
from last slide to calculate 
the BLUP?

 Consider New England:
 σb

2=7.103931^2
 σe

2=11.82181^2
 ni=67
 Ave of Yi.=42.38305
 u=58.23352

 BLUP of bi=-15.22133LR test vs. linear regression: chibar2(01) =   368.34 Prob >= chibar2 = 0.0000
                                                                              
                sd(Residual)     11.82181   .1514928      11.52859    12.12249
                                                                              
                   sd(_cons)     7.103931   1.825418      4.293139      11.755
cendiv: Identity              
                                                                              
  Random-effects Parameters      Estimate   Std. Err.     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

                                                                              
       _cons     58.23352   2.383564    24.43   0.000     53.56182    62.90522
                                                                              
        bush        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

Log restricted-likelihood = -11895.132          Prob > chi2        =         .
                                                Wald chi2(0)       =         .

                                                               max =       618
                                                               avg =     339.3
                                                Obs per group: min =        67

Group variable: cendiv                          Number of groups   =         9
Mixed-effects REML regression                   Number of obs      =      3054

Computing standard errors:

Iteration 1:   log restricted-likelihood = -11895.132  
Iteration 0:   log restricted-likelihood = -11895.132  

Performing gradient-based optimization: 

Performing EM optimization: 

. xtmixed bush || cendiv:

                                                                
        Pacific        -1.384879       -2.898272         55.2749
       Mountain         3.456139        7.486413        65.79398
W South Central          8.68867        7.416742        65.69396
E South Central         3.617538         1.77551        60.02254
 South Atlantic          5.96793        .8395588        59.07743
W North Central         .0169212        5.126793        63.38329
E North Central        -2.391467       -.4009925        57.82999
Middle Atlantic        -2.395582       -4.124419        54.03296
    New England        -15.57527       -15.22133        42.38305
                                                                
(9)               mean(randint0)  mean(randint1)      mean(bush)
Census division  
                                                                

. table cendiv, contents (mean randint0 mean randint1 mean bush)

. predict randint1, reffects



Random Intercept Model

. graph hbar (mean) intercept, over(cendiv)

. gen intercept=_b[_cons]+randint0

 Total effects of 
intercepts=fixed effects + 
predicted random effects

 E(yij|x1,ij, x2,ij, x3,ij)
=β0+E(u0j)+constant, 
for a given j. 

 So the “randint0” gives the 
difference of the intercepts 
from the fixed effect 
intercept (population 
intercept) for each census 
division

 Interpretation: at any given 
level of the 3 predictors 
(logdens, minority and 
colled), percentage of voters 
for Bush is on average 16 
points lower in the New 
England (NE) region than in 
the West/North/Central 
region, and 22 percent 
lower in the NE region than 
in the South Atlantic region.



Random Regression Model: Intercept+Slope
 Compare this model with 

the RIM



Random Regression Model: Intercept+Slope
 Compare this model with the RIM

 Inclusion of random slope into the model brought significant 
improvement in it.



Random Regression Model: Intercept+Slope
 Are the random intercept and slope are correlated?

 The random intercept 
and slope are correlated

 So we include the 
correlation.

(Assumption: m1 nested in m2)                          Prob > chi2 =    0.0352
Likelihood-ratio test                                  LR chi2(1)  =      4.44

. lrtest m1 m2



Random Regression Model: Intercept+Slope
 Predict intercepts and slopes within each of the 9 regions



Random Regression Model: Intercept+Slope
 For each region, the mean slope is the fixed effect slope + the mean in that 

region of the pertinent random slopes: combined slope 



Random Regression Model: 
Multiple Random Slopes




Random Regression Model: 
Multiple Random Slopes

 This shows that the full model fits significantly better
 And thus there’s no evidence in the data set that would warrant excluding 

the random effect associated with the variable colled.  



Fixed, Random and Total Effects
 Random effects help better fit models since they represent heterogeneity in 

the data
 Oftentimes, random effects are considered not of substantive interest
 In some empirical settings, however, one may be interested in the random 

effects themselves. 
 The latter usually happens when of concern are the total effects, which are 

defined as the sum of random and fixed effects for a given predictor. 



Fixed, Random and Total Effects
 Computing total effects, for example colled: 

 Means for the random effects and total effects of colled per geographic region



Fixed, Random and Total Effects

 A model with a random effect for colled was better than the one without.
 In the fixed effect model, the various random effects across region will be 

averaged out into a single fixed effect. 
 The total effects of colled range from substantially negative to substantially 

positive, will be lost.
 In fact, the fixed effect estimate for colled is -0.17 if using conventional 

regression, which would be quite misleading. 



Nested Levels
 Is it meaning for to consider counties nested perhaps also in states?
 Consider variable colled nesting within states. 

 All the random effects are significant



Nested Levels

 The “state” model fits significantly better

 Total effects for colled: tecolled2=re3+re5+_b[colled]

 The central regions have now somewhat 
closer to 0 (in absolute value)
 That for mountain regions marginally 
less negative
 Accounting for the intermediate level of 
nesting is associated with less pronounced 
effects of colled upon the response variable
in those regions



Binary Responses
 In social and behavioral research, there is the case that examining 

relationships between discrete response and explanatory variables. 



Binary Responses
 Overall distributed votes

 We use xtmelogit
 Consider the log-odds of voting for Bush here.



Random Intercept Model
 Random intercept model

 There is no error term: this is a model stated already in terms of the 
expectation of ‘event’.

 The last line suggests that inclusion
of a random intercept improves the 
model over the fixed effects only model
(conventional logistic regression)
 We don’t have a residual random 
effect



Random Regression Model
 Will it be better to include a random slope for logsize?

 The random intercepts are 
perhaps not significant as an effect
 They are not really related to
random slopes



Random Slope Only Model
 Dispense with the random intercepts

 The model (3.3), the random-
slope-only (RSO) is not significantly
worse than the random regression
(RR) Model (3.2)
 The RSO model is preferable



Model Choice
 Compare RSO (random-slope-only) with RIM (random intercept model): they 

are not nested, can not use likelihood ratio test
 Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC)

 Log-likelihood values are from the Stata pertinent model outputs
 Number of parameters can be counted:

 RIM model (3.1) has 5 parameters (4 fixed and 1 random)
 RSO model (3.3) has 5 parameters (4 fixed and 1 random)

 gen AIC_RIM=-2*(-1001.4226)+2*5
 gen AIC_RSO=-2*(-994.02453)+2*5
 AIC_RIM=2012.845
 AIC_RSO=1998.049

 RSO has a lower AIC, so it is preferable to the RIM
 The decision suggests that the regional variability in the pattern of voting for 

Bush is best modeled as variations in the effect of logsize (an indicator of 
urbanization or unban-ness) upon the odds of such vote, after accounting for 
minority and educational levels



Day 2 Conclusion
 This part was devoted to intermediate and some 

advanced topics within multilevel modeling
 Issues pertaining to the choice between single level 

statistical models and two level models, as well as 
between two-level and three-level models, are of special 
relevance in empirical behavioral, social and biomedical 
research.

 These issues were attended to from a model fitting 
perspective, in the context of mixed models

 Mixed modeling issues pertaining to random effect and 
total effect estimation were also discussed



The End


